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 .. On June 1, 2011, efrit Inc. launched efrit.com for the public and started promoting the new product "The efrit efrit™HD 100
4K".  The following interview was held with Masahiko Uchida, the CEO of efrit Inc. On March 16, 2012, efrit unveiled a new

updated product at the International Building Exhibition in Chicago, "The efrit efrit™HD 200 4K".  Uchida: On behalf of efrit,
I would like to introduce the efrit efrit™HD 200. On June 1, 2012, efrit Inc. launched efrit.com for the public and started

promoting the new product "The efrit efrit™HD 200 4K".  The following interview was held with Masahiko Uchida, the CEO
of efrit Inc. On March 16, 2013, efrit Inc. unveiled a new updated product at the International Building Exhibition in Chicago,
"The efrit efrit™HD 200 4K".  Uchida: On behalf of efrit, I would like to introduce the efrit efrit™HD 200.Q: CSS Attribute
in WordPress I'm using WordPress 4.1.3 on a custom theme. I'm trying to make a few divs 'toggle off' when they're clicked on.
I'm pretty new to CSS and was going to try using this code: As far as I can tell, there's nothing special about that CSS code. The

problem is that the page displays the correct image/div, but it's always displayed. I'm trying to fix this by using the value
toggleOn (instead of toggleOff) to change the class to have no background image. Here's my attempt at writing the CSS for that:

.toggleOn { background-image: none; } I'm not using a tag in the header.php file, so I'm not sure why it's trying to access that
class file. I'm guessing it's a WordPress thing. A 82157476af
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